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Abstract
This study examines the key aspects that explain a business continuity plan (BCP) as perceived by professionals. I
have initiated a discussion at LinkedIn group “Business Continuity Management & Risk” in which 37 participants
gave 58 comments. The discussion was initiated in order to identify shared and common expressions of collective
experience among the business continuity (BC) professionals with regards to BCP. A cluster analysis based on the
Euclidean distance between the most frequent words in the participants’ text corpus (6,555), revealed that a BCP has
two aspects: being prepared and planning. While the “planning” aspect revealed two clusters interpreted as the
process and the exercise of the plan respectively, the “prepared” aspect of the plan is a single cluster interpreted as
the planning effectiveness. The study concludes with the findings.
Keywords: business continuity plan, being prepared, hierarchical cluster analysis, operationalization, wordle,
LinkedIn
1. Introduction
Disasters are becoming increasingly common in today’s world disrupting businesses’ operations which consequently
making their survival more challenging. Businesses are becoming more concerned than before on drafting a business
continuity plan (BCP). It is acknowledged among business continuity practitioners that a business is well prepared
for disasters only if a business continuity plan (BCP) is in place. Creating a BCP, however, has its own challenges
and many businesses are still struggling to create a robust plan that is effective and focused. This may be a
self-reinforcing cycle in that many businesses have little knowledge of what BCP means, its goal and its components.
Whilst the literature provides a useful foundation on BCP and its creation, much of the research has also focused on
business preparedness and how businesses prepare for disasters. The two concepts BCP or preparedness are key
terms in the business continuity industry but are still somewhat unclear or ill-defined. The two concepts are often
equated or conflated and the literature lacks the connections between the two. “A plan or being prepared?” became
an inquiry for this study. The purpose of this article is to shed light on this issue as perceived by professional in the
field.
In the era of social media, LinkedIn is a social network that enables users to build their online communities. It is
mainly used for professional networking. Professional are members of groups within LinkedIn. These groups are
based on subjects, issues and location. Within a group a member can initiate a discussion or comment on an existing
one. Participation is voluntary and a discussion can provide useful comments and a qualitative data will be generated.
The flow of the discussion can be controlled and kept on track by the discussion generator. This method is a
powerful forum of generating a brainstorming, collective discussion and issue exploration. It captures a complete
picture of how professionals view the topic under discussion.
This study contributes to the existing literature on BCP with the result found from analysing data generated from a
discussion which has been initiated on a group within LinkedIn. The discussion was titled “a plan or being prepared”
and the group hosted the discussion was “Business Continuity Management & Risk”.
2. Business Continuity Plan
BCP has been defined in a variety of ways. There is currently no accepted definition for BCP. According to Business
Continuity Institute’s Glossary “Business continuity plan is a collection of procedures and information which is
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developed, compiled and maintained in readiness for use in the event of an emergency or disaster”. Duncan et al.
(2010), define a BCP as a tool that aids organisations in staying in business under extreme circumstances. Engemann
and Henderson (2011) describe BCP as the central plan that documents continuity and recovery procedures during
and after a crisis. Although somewhat different in their wordings, the underlying meanings of these explicit
definitions are very similar in that first, the objective of BCP remains to handle threats and resume operation with
minimum disruption time, second BCP is a product a business requires whenever there is a disruption such as a
disaster. The goal is have a plan in the event of a problem to preserve the organisation so that it can continue to offer
its service and in order for a plan to be useful, it must be created before an interruption occurs. Creating a plan is
important and requires a serious commitment. According to Scarinci (2002), staffing, time and money are the three
common concerns businesses usually have when developing a plan. In order to create a plan, planning has to be done.
The act of Planning for business continuity has been given emphasis in the literature. It has been defined as the
process of taking the steps to commit a plan to paper. Eisenhower, Ex American president once said plans are
nothing, planning is everything. Winston Churchill has also his famous quote “plans are of little importance but
planning is essential”. These imply that a comprehensive planning is required to handle expected and unexpected
disruptions and has the value of leading to an outcome. Planning according to Penrose (2000), is the root of all crisis
management activities. The Disaster Recovery Journal defines planning in its business continuity glossary as a
process of developing and documenting arrangements and procedures that enable an organisation to respond to an
event that lasts for an unacceptable period of time and return to performing its critical functions after an interruption
(BC glossary by DRJ). According to Mayor et al. (2008), planning is a concept that can be defined as any activity
that has the potential to reduce the negative impact of disaster events. The outcome of these activities is a checklist
can be used to assess the nature and the extent of preparedness activities undertaken by a business (Webb, Tierney, &
Dahlhamer, 1999). Indeed through planning a plan that defines a process to be followed in the event of a disaster is
created. According to Engemann and Henderson (2011), BCP is intended to document an organisation’s approach to
manage recovery from disaster. It is the documentation of a user’s guide for how to preserve an organisation.
Organisations, however, still introduce challenges for developing a BCP. According to Vargo and Seville (2011)
crisis strategic planning is a synthesis of concepts related to crisis management and strategic planning. Although the
strategic planning is a separate process that focuses on opportunities, BC planning is carried out in isolation and
focuses on threats (Preble, 1997). Yet the two involve processes to formulate a plan, to implement this plan and
evaluate its effectiveness as well as dealing with the uncertain future for which opportunities and threats are inherent
(Burnett, 1998). Some authors agreed on the process of the planning activity as three steps. The first step is to build
the plan. The second step is exercising the plan, and finally a business should review their plan to keep it up-to-date
(Neil, 2005; Rike, 2003; Scarinci, 2002). While building the plan includes the process to formulate a plan, it also
outlines the steps to take if a disaster occurs for the consequential business recovery. In the exercise step, the plan is
tested through a drill with user participation which provides training to personnel. In the review step, plans should be
periodically checked for updates and improvements.
The establishment of BCP, however, cannot guarantee the freedom from the effect of failure but can provide a
method of dealing with failure to meet the organisation’s defined priorities (CMI, 2010). In a recent survey, the
Chartered Management Institute found organisations that activated their PCB have effectively reduced the impact of
the disruption and helped speed up their return to normal operation (CMI, 2012).
3. Preparedness
The other term that has appeared in the literature and gained considerable interest among researchers and
practitioners is preparedness. The increasingly devastating impact of disasters on organisational performance
requires organisations to be prepared. Preparedness, often intended as business continuity, describes the
organisation’s pre-disaster efforts to be better prepared to withstand the anticipated disaster and recover. Previous
research has suggested that pre-disaster efforts are the means of reducing negative disaster impacts (Dahlhamer &
Reshaur, 1996; Kroll, Landis, Shen, & Stryker, 1991) as it results in a more effective response to disasters (Corey &
Deitch, 2011; Tierney & Dahlhamer, 1997).
Similar to BCP, preparedness has been defined in a variety of ways with no accepted unified definition. While some
researchers have referred to the pre-disaster effort as preparedness (Corey & Deitch, 2011; Tierney & Dahlhamer,
1997), others have it conceptualised as: prevention and mitigation (Engemann & Henderson, 2011) or risk reduction,
prevention and preparedness (MCEER, 2010). Nevertheless, these efforts describe business strategies for the
resumption of operation according to predetermined priorities following a disaster. Hence, these conceptualisations
can ‘be thought of as any activity that has the potential to save lives, decrease property damage, and reduce the
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negative im
mpacts of disaster events, inclluding long-terrm interruptionns of business ooperations’ (M
Mayer et al., 20008: 15).
In this regard, preparedn
ness is intendeed as business continuity whhere planning iis an essentiall component (K
Karim,
2011; May
yer et al., 2008; Penrose, 2000
0).
Research also
a shows thatt BCP hardly existed
e
among small businessses (Boin & M
McConnell, 20007; Vargo & S
Seville,
2011). Insttead, preparedn
ness is defined
d as having taaken one or m
more of a speciified set of meeasures. Webbb et al.
(2002), arg
gued that preparedness is larrgely aimed att improving em
mergency respponse (i.e. a shhort-term focuus) and
recommend
ded a thorough
h planning for a more compreehensive prepaaredness list inn order to have a positive imppact on
recovery.
o preparednesss as an end ressults as opposeed to an activitty that the organisation is invvolved
Other reseaarchers refer to
with. Sheaffer and Mano
o-Negrin (2003
3: 575) define preparedness as ‘a state of corporate readdiness to foresee and
effectively address . . . adverse circu
umstances thatt have the pootential to infllict a multi-dim
mensional crissis, by
consciously
y recognising and proactivelly preparing for
f its inevitabble occurrence’’. Although w
what it means ffor the
organisatio
on to be prep
pared is still nebulous, a preparedness
p
pprogram wouuld be designeed to safeguaard the
organisatio
on against threaats which can disrupt
d
businesss operation (Castillo, 2005).
Runyan (20
006) posited th
hat being prepared for the worst
w
may help organisations get through m
many crisis situuations
intact. According to Lind
dstedt (2012), preparedness
p
iss then measuredd in terms of reesource (physiical assets requuired to
provide seervices), proceedures (method
ds, practices, and instructioons for takingg action to reecover services) and
competencies (characteriistics allowing
g individuals to
t function thrroughout recoovery) in order to recover ffrom a
disaster. Th
hus preparedneess in this regaard involves no
ot only practicees and trainingg to deal with tthe incident (Castillo,
2005) but also a program
m that includees the “what”,, the “how” aand the “way”” a business caan continue seervices
(Lindstedt, 2012). Castilllo (2005), sug
ggest model that combines ppreparedness annd BCP for buusinesses in orrder to
return to no
ormal operation
n following a disaster.
d
4. Method
he LinkedIn grroup “Businesss Continuity M
Management & Risk” to stimuulate a discusssion on
A post wass initiated on th
business co
ontinuity plan (BCP). The po
ost received 58 comments frrom 37 membeers in the grouup. The profilee of all
participantss is a businesss continuity reelated. Commeents were colleected forming the data to bee analysed. Thee most
frequent words were extracted. A hierarrchical cluster analysis was thhen used to traace hierarchy oof groups amonng a set
of observaations. The results of hierarchical clusterring are usuallly presented in a tree diagram referredd to as
dendrogram
m which the visual
v
represen
ntation of the distance
d
at whhich clusters arre combined. Cluster analyssis was
carried outt with SPSS staatistical softwaare. By assumiing that word ffrequency in thhe corpus is a continuous vaariable,
the Euclideean distance sin
ngle linkage is the suitable crriterion to meassure how far appart two wordss were.
5. Results
pus of 6,555 words
w
was geneerated from thee discussion. A word cloud ggraph based onn the text corpuus was
A text corp
created usiing the online algorithm worrdle developed
d by J. Feinberrg (www.worddle.net). The ggraph displays words
with font siize correlated with
w their frequ
uency in the text corpus. Figuure 1 shows thee result.

Figure
F
1. Frequ
uency of wordss in the corpus reflected in thhe font size
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The most 20 frequent words
w
in the teext corpus waas selected to conduct the ccluster analysis: Plan (countt 158),
Prepared (count 42), Plaanning (count 25), BC (coun
nt 42), needs (count 47), exxercising (couunt 21), managgement
(count 20), plans, (coun
nt 21), responsse (count 17),, process (couunt 22), failuree (count 19), training (counnt 15),
checklist (ccount 14), use (count 14), eveents (count 17)), risks (count 14), means (coount 13), teams (count 12). T
Tracing
hierarchy of
o groups amo
ong a set of ob
bservation bassed on the Eucclidean distancce matrix betw
ween these 20 words
reveal threee main clusteers. One clustter belongs to the prepare aspect of the plan interpreeted as the planning
effectiveneess. The other two
t belong to the
t planning asspect of the plaan, the first onee is interpretedd as the processs of the
plan and th
he second one is interpreted as the exercisee of the plan. F
Figure 2 show
ws the cluster ddendrogram baased on
the Euclideean distance matrix
m
between the 20 most frrequent words in the text corppus with the thhree clusters. T
Table 1
shows a deetailed descriptiion of the resulting three clussters with somee examples froom the answerss of the particippants.

BC
BCP
P
Figure 2. Cluster
C
dendroogram
Table 1. Cllusters, examplles from the tex
xt and their intterpretations
Node

Cluster
C

Planning

Cluster
C
1:
Process,
P
reesponse, use,
question,
q
events,
e
risk,
means,
m
failure,
trraining,
checklist
c
Cluster
C
2:
Test,
T
Plans,
Management,
M
and
a business

Prepared

Examples

Interpreetation

 Planning process
p
should
d be taught to thhe people
involved so
s that they can
n complete thee tasks needed tto
do the job
b.
 A checklist and a plan arre the output oof a planning
process. A plan documen
nts the planninng process and a
checklist identifies
i
the business
b
processses.

Creating the plan: The words
forming tthis cluster poiint to the
process oof creating a pllan

 A plan thaat's not been do
ocumented andd tested is onlyy a
strategy
 If you do not plan to do continuous, strrenuous plan
testing to train team mem
mbers as well aas identify andd
implemen
nt improvementts, you will nott have a
continuity
y capability
Prepared,
P
BC,  Prepared
dness is the destination
need
n
 Prepared is part of a plaan and it is an aaspect of BC
 The plan should contain
n guidance on w
what needs to bbe
done to prepare and how
w we continuee to service the
customer..

Exercisinng the plan: Thhe words
forming this cluster suuggesting
the testinng of the plan is a must
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6. Discussiion
In the present study we examined
e
the perception
p
of sh
hared and com
mmon expressioons of collectivve experience among
BC professionals regarding BCP. Thee results have also providedd not only thee interconnectiion between thhe two
aspects butt also a specificc description of
o the perceived
d characteristiccs of each aspeect. BCP was pperceived as a nneeded
asset for th
he organisation survival following a disaster. The pressent findings ddisentangled thhe main aspeccts that
explain thee constituent of
o a BCP. It is likely that thee three describbed clusters (pprocess, exercisse and prepareedness)
reflect the dynamic
d
of BC
CP, its goal and
d its componen
nts.
The result provided that planning
p
and being
b
prepared are the two asspects of BCP.. As put by onee respondent ““plan is
a mean to an end”. Plann
ning reflects th
he “means” asp
pect of BCP w
while being preepared reflectss the “end” asppect of
BCP. The “means”
“
aspecct is representeed by the proceess and the exeercise phases oof the BCP andd the “ends” asspect is
represented
d by planning effectiveness.
e
6.1 Plannin
ng
It is the activity element of the BCP th
hat is required not only to crreate a plan buut also to exerccise it in an onn-going
basis. Creaating a plan req
quires sufficien
nt detail regard
ding the deployyment of approopriate strategiees for the resum
mption
of operatio
ons according to
t predetermin
ned priorities. Further,
F
creatinng the plan meets the auditoory requiremennts and
compliancee needs. Exercising BCP will provide the management
m
w
with assurance that their business has includded all
the necessaary steps in thee plan. Regular exercising and
d testing keep tthe BCP fresh and real.
6.2 Preparred
It is the outtcome of the pllanning activity
y that makes th
he organisationn ready to deal with adverse eevents.
While plan
nning reflects the
t extent of developing
d
a plan,
p
prepared is focussed onn the effectiveeness of such a plan.
BCP is theerefore is an activity
a
the efffectiveness of which is thatt the organisattion has underrtaken is prepaared to
continue op
peration follow
wing a disaster.. Figure 3 show
ws the dynamiccs of BCP. Ass put by one resspondent: The pplan is
a point-in-time document produced (id
deally) from the minds of thoose with respoonsibility to exeecute the plan under
adverse con
nditions. Being
g prepared is a "state of being
g" that must bee sustained to bbe meaningful..

Figure 3. The
T dynamics oof BCP
The hierarcchical structurre of the dendrrogram in Figu
ure 2 shows m
more proximityy between cluuster 1 and cluuster 2.
Hence prep
paredness is more
m
effective with
w better planning. Better pplanning is achhieved by folloowing the proccess of
creating a plan
p and the ex
xercise of the plan.
p
7. Conclussion
The study involves
i
the id
dentification an
nd linking the tw
wo salient dim
mensions that caaptures the meeans and ends oof BCP.
This multid
dimensional co
onceptualisatio
on may be used
d to characterisse BCP. The reesults indicate that BCP is ann asset
which lead
ds organisation
ns to be preparred through the conduct of pplanning so that they can resume their opeeration
quickly after a disastrous event and avo
oid significant losses.
l
This unnderstanding w
would help businesses to havee a plan.
The study provides
p
somee interesting fin
ndings concern
ning the operattionalization of BCP which ccan also be useed as a
diagnostic tool to assess an organisatio
on’s BCP activ
vity. An organiisation is said to be preparedd when it undeertakes
the processs of planning an
nd exercise its plan. Thus, thiis study providdes results for iimproving our understandingg of the
BCP, for gu
uiding future research,
r
and fo
or practitionerss.
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